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WS1: Numerical and physical convergence
MARINE

• There has been a revolutionary increase in the sophistication of
numerical techniques available to allow analysis of wave and
tidal current technology.
• However, there has not as yet been a systematic crosstechnique comparison between many of these approaches

Unidirectional waves

WS1: Aims
MARINE

• Develop a documentation standard for
describing the modelling assumptions and
limitations of numerical models and
experimental facilities.
• Establish protocols for physical experimentation
and numerical simulations to ensure
repeatability, predictability and transferability.
• Establish a database for high quality
experimental and simulation results to enable
future testing and verification of numerical
models.

WS1: Issues
MARINE

• It is possible now for us to embed multiple layers
of complexity within modelling suites. These
models need to be cross evaluated and validated
against physical models

WS1: Issues
MARINE

• Even physical model testing is not without its
uncertainty.
• Can the results of numerical and physical
modelling converge to increase confidence?

WS2: Optimisation of collector form &
response
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• Do optimal designs exist for the physical form
and response of the collector in a wave energy
converter?
• If so, can the constraints, parameters and cost
function necessary for a systematic optimisation
be defined?
• Can genetic algorithms be used to evolve
optimal designs , using a combination of
numerical modelling and laboratory
experimentation, ?

WS2: Aim
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Optimisation of the physical form and response
of solid/water wave absorption systems using a
robust, systematic approach. This requires:
– Parametric description of wave power devices
classes
– Identification of cost functions and constraints for
each class, taking into account manufacture, power
take off etc. .
– Development of appropriate genetic algorithms
utilising a combination of numerical and experimental
testing for genome selection and culling.

WS2: Method
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• Develop iterative numerical/physical modelling
environments, using new generation
optimisation techniques to guide the evolution
of numerical and physical test programmes.
• These will generate, from differing “start” and
constraint conditions, a range of optimal design
solutions

WS3: Combined wave and tidal effects
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• How might the design and performance of tidal
current devices be affected by waves
• Conversely how might the design and
performance of wave power converters be
influenced by currents and water level changes?
• How can this knowledge be used to enhance the
design process?

WS3: Aims
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• The specific aims are:
– To understand, using physical and numerical methods the
combined effect of tidal currents and waves on the
performance, tuning and design of converters.
– To identify the influence on the design and operation of tidal
current technology and wave energy technology;
– To define the operational range of tidal current concepts in
the presence of waves and of wave energy concepts in the
presence of tidal currents.

WS3: Physical testing
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• Tests will be conducted in the wave tanks at Queens
University Belfast and at the University of Edinburgh
• Many of the tests will be in the new dedicated 1/10th
scale facility being designed and constructed at
Portaferry

WS4: Arrays, wakes and near field effects
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• How does array interaction affect the design
optimisation and performance of both tidal
current and wave power?
• Are device impacts additive in nature or do more
complex cumulative procedures need
consideration and, if so, what are they?
• Are cumulative effects different for different
device concepts;
– For example, are the impacts from closely spaced
tidal turbines different if they are contra-rotational?

WS4: Aims
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• The workstream will determine:
– The local impact of devices on the
physical environment: This has been
done at a “resource”, scale
– The additive effects of arrays of devices:
This will allow the identification of
optimal configurations for arrays of
principal device concepts
– Data required to assess the
environmental impacts of marine energy
conversion:

WS5: Power take-off and conditioning
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• Will explore how a generator drive-train and
power converter can be designed for a marine
prime mover, leading to optimum efficiency over
a wide range of loads, with the following aims:
– Optimisation of efficiency at full and part load;
– Maximisation of the ratio of active to inactive material
within the device
– Efficient and optimised power conversion for grid
connection;
– Robustness and reliability in the generator and power
converter;
– Minimisation of cost.

WS5: Aims
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• Full appraisal of current electrical PTOs
• Analytical structural design tools for linear machines.
• Analysis of different bearing solutions and thermal
modelling.
• Verification of electrical and mechanical design tools.
• Integrated electrical-mechanical design tool
• Optimised electric power take-off design for generic
devices

WS6: Moorings and positioning
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• How can a mooring arrangement for an array of
wave energy or tidal devices be designed to
ensure safe but economic operation?
• Within Supergen 1, research concentrated on
issues associated with the very specific needs of
mooring systems for devices which extracted
wave energy.

WS6: Scope and Aims
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• Within Supergen 2, the scope of the research
broadens to consider arrays and tidal devices
– Design methods for the safe, economic station
keeping of arrays of wave energy converters and
deep-water tidal stream devices.
– To understand the short and long term loading
behaviour of a WEC from a realistic combined wave,
current and wind environment
– To understand the coupled response arising
combined device and mooring loads for deep-water
TECs.

WS7: Advanced control/network integration
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• Can non-linear, continuously adapting control
techniques be developed and proved to optimise
energy extraction and at the same time ensure
device survivability for MECs operating in the
real sea?
• What will be the improvements
in electricity network
integration of single or multiple
devices?
• How might this be integrated
with distributed management
of the network edges?

WS8: Reliability
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• How can an effective method to quantify the
reliability of marine energy conversion systems
be developed subject to the scarcity of industryspecific component failure rates and
environmental data?

WS8: Aims
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• Analysis of component failure rate data
– Data from the wind industry database will be incorporated into
the current model

• Adapt, where suitable, the reliability methods currently
used in the wind turbine industry for MECs.
• Monte-Carlo methods will be used to examine how
variations and uncertainties in failure rates will determine
the output from the generic model.
• The effect of changing maintenance strategy on the
availability of machines will be investigated, within the
context of device arrays.

WS9: Economic analysis of variability and
penetration
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• Is it possible to predict the pattern and timing of
future uptake of marine energy by the market,
recognising its nature and location?
• How will their variability impact upon the rest of
the electricity network and electricity consumers,
especially considering the peripherality of
generation sites?

WS9: Aims
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• To allow rigorous assessment of the
economic cost of intermittency and
peripherality in context of increased
marine renewable generating capacity:
– Study, in detail, the implications of alternative
generating mix strategies and identify the sensitivities
of these to changing economic conditions
– Identify the potential for firm capacity displacement
including correlations between supply & demand.
– Identify the costs associated with intermittencyMap
how these costs and benefits might evolve

Ecological Consequences of Tidal and
Wave Energy Conversion
• What are the principal ecological
consequences of the extraction of tidal and
wave energy in coastal and more offshore
zones?
• To what extent can such changes be
predicted from forecasts of change in the
ambient flow field, energy and associated
particulate regimes?
• To what extent are these observable in the
field and amenable to compliance monitoring
for statutory purposes?
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